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Have parents finally gone

completely
mad?
Your
Life
With a mind-boggling number of baby products on the
market, new parents can feel bamboozled when it comes
to choosing the essentials.
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Parents with baby
brain pay thousands
for ‘essentials’.
Claire Dunwell
sorts the brilliant
from the bonkers

The Babykeeper

According to the manufacturers of the Babykeeper,
this product is the answer for when the mum
on the go needs to go. However, by the time I’d
hoisted Louie into this one, it was a close call.
It claims to be the only portable and safe
solution for what to do with your infant or
toddler while using public toilets – hook them
over the door.
Louie was as the top end of the Babykeeper’s
weight limit and I didn’t even have the strength
to lift him high enough to lower him in. It took
an extra pair of hands to do the job, hardly ideal
when you’re alone and desperate for the loo.
I felt nervous leaving him to hang there in
case he wriggled and fell. This is by far the most
ridiculous invention I’ve ever seen.

Ewan the Dream Sheep

Verdict: Remember to use the loo before
you leave the house – it’s a much safer bet.
£58, www.britishbabyshower.co.uk.

Beaba Ballidoo
Nasal Aspirator
The thought of using this gadget
turned my stomach almost as
much as the £50 price tag. Its
motorised head is supposed to

Verdict: Far too gimmicky.
£29.99, www.easidream.co.uk.
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I was extremely dubious about this one.
Sounds from the womb are the key to
soothing a colicky baby, according to the
brains behind Ewan the Dream Sheep.
Squeeze Ewan’s feet and each plays the
sound babies are supposedly
familiar with. Womb sounds,
rain, harps and even a vacuum cleaner.
I had to concentrate to work out
which sound was what and the
vacuum cleaner combined with
the heartbeat was especially
confusing. My son Louie had
terrible colic and expensive Ewan
didn’t stand a chance against his
high-pitched screams.
He’s cuddly and gives off of
a warm glow but in my opinion,
he should be left out in the cold
when it comes to baby must-haves.
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From the ingenious to the bizarre and even the wonderfully indulgent,
Claire Dunwell, mum to Sam, four, and 14-month-old Louie, from
Wakefield, West Yorkshire, got her hands on some of the most
unusual inventions.
She tested them to see if they’re worth splashing out on, or whether
you would be better off leaving them on the shelf.
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Pee-Pee Teepees
These rather bizarre little inventions
are designed for baby boys during
nappy changes.
The washable and reusable
Pee-Pee Teepees avoid mishaps and
come in various designs from aeroplanes
to golf clubs.
They’re sold in packs of five and certainly caused a giggle
among the other mums in the baby changing room when I
tried them out for size. I’ve never seen anything quite like
these before.
Being a mum of two boys, I’ve often found myself in tricky
situations mid-nappy change. The Pee-Pee Teepee worked well
until my one-year-old Louie realised it was there and flung it
across the room with a cheeky smile on
his face.

Peekaru

have the odd mishap. £8.50,
www.amazon.co.uk.

With a child who hates wearing anything
on his head, I was very sceptical when it came
to the Oopsie. The manufacturers claim it
brings ‘More aah, less ouch’ to youngsters
who often trip and fall while learning to walk.
There’s a danger of wrapping
little ones up in cotton wool
with products
like this but I was
pleasantly surprised.
Available in a choice
of five colours, it fits
comfortably and unlike
the Pee-Pee Teepees,
Louie actually forgot he
was wearing it.
He looked ridiculous
but it does exactly what is says
on the packet.

Verdict: An ideal choice for protecting
little ones. £19.99, www.theoopsie.co.uk.

clear the yucky stuff from
inside little noses and
comes complete with
interchangeable
heads plus its
own storage pouch.
Trying to make
sure Louie kept still
while I used this
contraption was no
easy task but he could
deﬁnitely breathe easier after.
However, my other half wasn’t
too impressed because he couldn’t
hear the television. My eldest son
Sam on the other hand, refused to
let the aspirator anywhere near him
but enjoyed using it as a pretend
screwdriver instead.

Verdict: I’ve heard others rave about
better and cheaper nasal aspirators.
£50, www.jojomamanbebe.co.uk.

Verdict: A luxury – boys always

The Oopsie baby
headguard
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HANGING AROUND:
Louie in the Babykeeper

Prince
Lionheart
Wipes Warmer

having his nappy changed and
I’ve often wondered if the
sopping wet and cold wipes
might have something to
do with it.
This device takes pampering
He deﬁnitely didn’t kick
to a whole new level and
and wriggle as much when I
works by keeping baby wipes used the warmer wipes but
at a warm temperature.
I deﬁnitely won’t be letting
However, it only operates
him get used to such an
off the mains so it was never unnecessary luxury.
in the right place when
However, I’m sure it would
I needed it. Louie hates
be a hit during
those chilly
night-time
changes when
parents would
do anything on
earth to avoid
a screaming ﬁt.

Verdict:

What’s next?
£19.99, www.
kiddicare.com.

It’s designed to keep the little ones snug and
warm but Louie was all hot and bothered by
the time I’d wrestled him into the Peekaru.
It’s impossible to squeeze a child into the
Peekaru without feeling suffocated and
Louie hated every second of it.
A thick jacket would do the same job
and after paying more than £30 for my
second-hand Peekaru, I felt like I’d wasted
my money. I felt more like a kangaroo
carrying its young when I was wearing it.

Verdict: Steer clear unless you want a hot

The Billy-Bob
Pacifier
Passers-by stopped
open-mouthed
when they spotted
Louie sucking this.
The outside looks
like a set of teeth and
is enough to put
anyone off. It raised a few laughs
though and on the plus side it’s
orthodontic so Billy Bob ticks all the
right boxes.
It isn’t for the faint-hearted though and
parents should expect some disapproving
looks if they take their little ones out in
public with the Billy Bob.

Verdict: A little gruesome to look at

and double the price of a normal dummy.
£6, www.billybobteeth.co.uk.

and sticky baby. £65, http://slumber-roo.co.uk.

Potty mitts
Sam thought these novel mitts
were great because I’m always
pestering him to wash
his hands
after using
the toilet.
They meant
he didn’t
have to.
They’re a
great idea and
I could rest
easy when Sam
grabbed hold of
the seat when we
were out.
The disposable
hand covers come
in packs of 12, and

are easy to put on.
They certainly
caught people’s
attention and other
mums were keen to
know where they
could get a pack.
However, I
paid close to £10
including postage so I
thought they were on
the expensive side for
what they were.
Washing hands with
good old-fashioned soap
and water is much cheaper.

Verdict: This product is cute and
hygienic but a heavy on the pocket.
£4.95, www.amazon.co.uk.

